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What NINJAL aspires to
An inter-university research institute under the 
umbrella of the National Institutes for the Humani-
ties (NIHU), the National Institute for Japanese Lan-
guage and Linguistics (NINJAL) conducts research 
on Japanese language, linguistics, and Japanese lan-
guage education with the goal of contributing to the 
understanding of humanity and human culture from a 
linguistic perspective.
Tightly integrating the two functions of “joint usage” 
—providing large-scale research facilities that would 
be difficult for a single university to maintain and 
offering a rich trove of research information and ma-
terials to researchers both within Japan and abroad 
—and of “collaborative research” —conducting pio-
neering research using these facilities in collaboration 
with universities and research institutions in Japan 
and around the world, an inter-university research 
institute is a uniquely Japanese organization with the 
mission of contributing significantly to the develop-
ment of academic research in Japan. In accordance 
with this mission, NINJAL has created a variety of 
Japanese language resources (corpora and databases) 
including both modern and Old Japanese, standard 
language and dialect materials, and written and spo-
ken language materials, and, together with making 
them widely available to the academic and research 
communities as well as to society at large, is encourag-
ing extensive national and international collaborative 
research exploiting these resources.
Language is a wonderful, uniquely human faculty 
with the dual functions of being a medium of commu-
nication for humans in society and of being the founda-
tion for the human intellectual activities of thought, 
logic, cognition, and creativity. In order to deepen un-
derstanding of this wonderful faculty, NINJAL takes 
an integrated point of view, combining both an “inter-
nal” (Japanese speaker) and an “external” (comparison 
with languages other than Japanese) perspective, and 
attempts to clarify in a comprehensive way the varia-
tions and transformations within Japanese as well as 
both the unique and the universal characteristics of 
the Japanese language as viewed from the perspec-
tive of the various languages of the world. The scope 
of research is not limited narrowly to the Japanese 
language itself but also includes Ainu and the lan-
guages of the Ryukyus. The languages and dialects 
of the Ryukyus and Ainu, which were designated by 
UNESCO in 2009 as being in danger of extinction, are 
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important targets of research at NINJAL and through 
our research we are working to invigorate the local 
societies associated with each. Furthermore, NINJAL 
is contributing academically to the field of Japanese 
language education through fundamental research 
on language acquisition and identification of problems 
in learning Japanese experienced by foreigners (non-
Japanese speakers) as arising at the interface of the 
external and internal points of view.
In order to pursue Japanese language research 
from this diverse, comprehensive perspective, both 
international engagement and the nurturing of young 
researchers not bound by pre-existing frameworks 
are essential. With regard to the former, not only does 
NINJAL actively embrace researchers from abroad, 
but we also place great importance on the interna-
tional dissemination of the fruits of our research. With 
regard to the latter, in addition to educating graduate 
students in cooperative graduate programs in associa-
tion with Hitotsubashi University and the Tokyo Uni-
versity of Foreign Studies, we are also encouraging re-
searchers with a pragmatic, international perspective 
through our Postdoctoral Research Fellows program.
As globalization proceeds, many problems today, 
such as environmental problems and cultural conflicts, 
have grown in severity. Deepening understanding 
through research into the two functions of language—
communication and thought and cognition—through 
close cross-disciplinary collaboration among the 
relevant areas and application of the fruits of such 
research in society may provide keys to the solution of 
many of today’s problems. Language research is cer-
tainly not limited to Kanji and word usage surveys. As 
the foundation underlying a wide variety of disciplines, 
it carries possibilities and opportunities for contribut-
ing to many areas of society.
NINJAL began its third six-year Medium-Term 
Plan in April 2016 and researchers and staff alike are 
all working vigorously in pursuit of a new set of goals. 
We ask for your continued support and counsel in pass-



































The National Institute for Japanese Language and 
Linguistics (NINJAL) conducts comprehensive re-
search on the Japanese language to elucidate the varia-
tion within Japanese as well as the language-specific 
and language-universal characteristics of Japanese 
viewed as one of the world’s many languages. The long-
term goals of NINJAL are to facilitate the utilization of 
the results of this linguistic research in related fields, 
including Japanese language education, and to contrib-
ute to groundbreaking research in new fields involving 
human language. As an inter-university research insti-
tute, NINJAL has two fundamental missions:
(1) Joint Usage
NINJAL develops a variety of large-scale resourc-
es (corpora and databases) for Japanese language 
studies and makes them available to universities, 
the scholarly community, and the general public.
(2) Collaborative Research
In cooperation with universities and research 
institutes in Japan and around the world, NINJAL 
plays a leading role in strengthening the interna-
tional research network by conducting major collab-
orative research projects.
Organization
To achieve these goals, NINJAL has established a 
research department (organized into five divisions) 



























理論・対照研究領域 Theory…&…Typology…Division →対照言語学の観点から見た日本語… Japanese…from…a…cross-linguistic…perspective
言語変異研究領域 Language…Variation…Division →日本語の地理的・社会的多様性… Geographical…and…social…variation…of…Japanese
言語変化研究領域 Language…Change…Division →日本語の歴史的変化… Historical…development…of…Japanese
音声言語研究領域 Spoken…Language…Division →日本語の話し言葉… Japanese…as…a…spoken…language




As one of the National Institutes for the Humanities 
(NIHU), NINJAL promotes collaborative research in 
line with NIHU goals.
•  Diverse Language Resources and the Consolidation 
of Japanese Language Studies
This is the core collaborative research project 
based in NINJAL, and it includes six sub-projects. 
(See page 18 for details.)
NINJAL is also involved in multidisciplinary col-
laborative and network-based projects sponsored by 
NIHU.
In addition, NINJAL houses projects led by outside 
researchers that complement its core research and fos-
ter transdisciplinary research in new areas.
Joint Usage
To facilitate joint use by scholars in Japan and 
throughout the world, many of the research materials 
produced by NINJAL are publicly available, including 






































As an international hub for research on the Japa-
nese language, linguistics, and Japanese language 
education for non-native speakers, NINJAL places 
special emphasis on the promotion of international 
research cooperation with overseas institutes and 
conferences for the development of Japanese lan-
guage studies in the world.
Cooperation with the University of Oxford
In 2015, NINJAL signed an agreement of aca-
demic exchange with the University of Oxford’s 
Humanities Division.
This agreement aims to promote linguistic re-
search on the Japanese language not just in Japan 
and Britain but also on a global scale by expanding 
previous cooperation (which was limited to research 
on Old Japanese corpora) to a broader range of 
academic exchanges, including fostering young 
researchers working on Japanese at the two institu-
tions by providing them with more opportunities for 
studying at the other institution.
Cooperation with the Beijing Center for Japa-
nese Studies
To further academic exchanges and collaboration, 
NINJAL concluded an agreement with the Beijing 
Center for Japanese Studies. 
The two institutes are developing a corpus of 
Chinese learners’ Japanese, and conducting an 
experimental study with the corpus according to the 
agreement.
Cooperation with the Academia Sinica
For the promotion of scholarly activities of mutual 
interest and with the objective of furthering linguis-
tics research in East Asia, NINJAL and the Insti-
tute of Linguistics (Academia Sinica) have agreed to 




























International Survey of Japanese Oral Docu-
ments Overseas
For the purpose of providing new research ma-
terials, NINJAL surveys Japanese oral documents 
overseas in cooperation with foreign universities, 
museums, and other research institutions.
International Symposia and International Con-
ferences
In addition to regular international symposia that 
are held every year, NINJAL plays host to interna-
tional conferences on linguistics that are based in 
other countries.
Handbooks of Japanese Language and Lin-
guistics Series
NINJAL has made an academic cooperation 
agreement with De Gruyter Mouton, a world lead-
ing publishing company renowned for high-quality 
linguistics books and journals.
As a starter, we publish the Handbooks of Japa-
nese Language and Linguistics Series. This series, 
comprising twelve volumes with about 700 pages per 
volume, surpasses all currently available reference 
works on Japanese in both scope and depth, and 
provides a comprehensive survey of nearly the entire 
field of Japanese linguistics.
Invitation of Overseas Scholars
NINJAL actively invites leading researchers from 
Japan and abroad as resident researchers, in order 
to develop international research activities and re-
search exchanges. 
In addition, NINJAL accepts foreign researchers 














する包括的な英文ハンドブック，Handbooks of Japanese 































Research Dissemination and Public Outreach
社会貢献
Social Contribution
The results of academic research at NINJAL are 
broadly shared with the general public as well as 
with researchers. The following activities deserve 
special mention for their social significance.
Research on Endangered Languages and Dia-
lects in Japan
In the UNESCO red book (2009), eight languages 
and dialects spoken in Japan are listed among the 
endangered languages in the world. NINJAL is 
pursuing a comprehensive research with a focus on 
these eight languages and dialects. This project is 
expected to contribute to the conservation of local 
cultures and the activation of local communities 
where these languages and dialects are spoken.
Expansion of Japanese Corpora
A language resource, which is constructed system-
atically and electronically with massive language 
materials for analyzing a language, is called a “cor-
pus”.
NINJAL develops various Japanese corpora and 
offers these corpora to not only specialists of Japa-
nese linguistics but also the information processing 
industry, educational circles, and so on.
(See page 12 for corpora and databases.)
Research on Japanese as a Second (Foreign) 
Language
The recent increase in the number of foreign stu-
dents and residents in Japan has resulted in diverse 
needs for the teaching and learning of Japanese as a 
second (foreign) language.
NINJAL supports scientifically Japanese language 
education inside and outside Japan through basic 






























NINJAL serves the public by presenting its ongo-
ing research through a variety of programs, some 
designed for specialists, some for general audiences, 
and some for young people.
For Specialists ─────────────
●NINJAL…International…Symposia
NINJAL holds international symposia dealing 
with topics of current interest on which excellent re-
search is being carried out within the Institute and 
in collaboration with other institutions. By involving 
researchers from abroad, these symposia serve to 
deepen the understanding of issues and to commu-
nicate recent advances to the international scholarly 
community.
●NINJAL…Colloquia
The NINJAL Colloquium series invites distin-
guished domestic and foreign researchers to talk 
about cutting-edge research findings in various fields 
of the Japanese language, linguistics, and Japanese
language education. The colloquia are open to the 
public, so please feel free to join us whether you are a 






Research Dissemination and Public Outreach
●NINJAL…Salons
The NINJAL Salon provides an opportunity 
primarily for researchers working at the Institute 
(including project collaborators) to introduce their 
work to colleagues and exchange information.
●Collaborative…Research…Project…Meetings… and…
Symposia
Each project group holds a meeting or symposium 
several times a year at which interim reports on the 
collaborative research are presented.
For the General Public ─────────
●NINJAL…Forums
In an effort to contribute actively not just to the 
scholarly community but to society at large, the 
Institute sponsors the NINJAL Forum to keep the 
general public informed about the results of the re-
search being carried out within the Institute and in 
collaboration with other institutions. Previous Forum 
themes have included Japanese language education, 
dialects, writing, and history.
第 9回NINJALフォー ラム
●NINJAL…Seminars
The NINJAL Seminar provides an opportunity for 
the participants in a collaborative project to present 
their research in a variety of formats to the general 
public.
●Exploring…the…Japanese…Language
Every summer, NINJAL holds an open house 
event. As “NINJAL Researchers for a Day,” young-
sters encounter the mysteries of language through 






























































For Students and Pupils ─────────
●NINJAL…Career…Exploration…Program
(for…junior-high…and…high-school…students)
Designed for junior-high and high-school students, 
this program aims to convey the wonder and joy of 
learning by introducing students to research on 




This program encourages elementary-school pupils 
to experience that “Language is fun”, in the form of 









































































This… is…published… twice…a…year,…with…a…view… to…promoting… research…at…























































































This…online…dictionary… is…based…on… the…original…Ainugo…Kaiwa…Jiten .… It…contains…3,467…
headwords…that…can…be…searched…for…by…‘Topic’…or…‘Full-text’…methods.…In…addition…to…the…





























lexical…pairs…of… transitive…and… intransitive…verbs… in…selected…world… languages,… including…
Japanese,…in…the…form…of…a…map…and…charts.

























The…Research…Library…owns…valuable…archives… for… research… into…Japanese… language…his-





























































The Research Library of NINJAL collects and 
stores mainly research materials and linguistic 
resources concerning Japanese language studies and 
the Japanese language, as well as related fields such 
as Japanese language education, linguistics, etc.
This is the only library specialized in the Japanese 
language and linguistics in Japan.
●Open Monday to Friday
 Hours: 9:30 to 17:00
●Closed on Saturdays, Sundays, public holidays, the 
New Year holidays, and the last Friday of each month
●Special Collections
 Tojo bunko (dialects), Ota bunko (dialects), Hoshina 
bunko (language issues), Kenbo bunko (dictionaries), 
Kanamozikai bunko (characters/notation), Fujimura 
bunko (phonology), Hayashi bunko (Japanese Lin-
guistics), Koshimizu bunko (pedagogical studies of 
the Japanese Language), Nakamura bunko (Japa-
nese Linguistics), etc.
●Document Copying Service
We are members of the inter-library document copy-
ing service (NACSIS-ILL) of the National Institute of 
Informatics.


















Since 2005, NINJAL and the Graduate School 
of Language and Society, Hitotsubashi University, 
have been cooperating in the graduate program in 
teaching Japanese as a second language. In addition, 
in 2016, NINJAL has started to participate in the 
training of graduate students at the Graduate School 
of Global Studies, Tokyo University of Foreign Stud-
ies.
NINJAL Tutorials
The purpose of the NINJAL Tutorials is to foster 
and support young researchers. This is a part of 
the Inter-University Research Institute’s mission of 
“cooperation with society, contribution to society, and 
fostering of young researchers.” A NINJAL Tutorial 
session is a training session where expert research-
ers provide instruction in current research methods 
and results.
Special Joint Research Fellows
NINJAL accepts graduate students as special joint 
research fellows on request from their universities. 
Fellows can utilize NINJAL’s facilities and materials 
and receive instruction from NINJAL’s staff.
Employment Opportunities for Outstanding 
Post-Doctoral Researchers
Doctoral degree recipients are hired as research-













































Diverse Language Resources and the Consolidation of Japanese Language Studies
The project “Diverse Language Resources and the 
Consolidation of Japanese Language Studies” includes 
the collaborative research projects hosted by NIN-
JAL. NINJAL is conducting this project to consolidate 
Japanese language studies beyond the barrier between 
ramified research areas and to increase the presence 
of the Japanese language and its studies in the world.
［Purpose］
This project aims to promote the globalization of 
Japanese language studies, by creative reconstruction 
of diverse language resources available electronically 
from massive language materials, and providing it to 
universities and communities of scholars in Japan and 
worldwide. Simultaneously, this project also includes 
the utilization of a new model of comprehensive Japa-
nese language studies, through integrated research 
based on diverse language resources beyond the 
framework of established research areas.
NINJAL disseminates the research results of this 
project throughout Japan and worldwide, in the form 
of (international) publications, corpora, databases, 
events, and so on. Through this project, NINJAL also 
aims to support universities in terms of Japanese lin-
guistic education by offering an educational program 
that is the product of a new model of comprehensive 
Japanese language studies, and to sophisticate the 
basis of joint usage by the development of a new online 
system that enables collective search of multiple lan-
guage resources. In addition, this project includes re-
search on endangered languages/dialects that intends 
to contribute to the activation of local communities.
［Organization］
This project comprises six collaborative research 
projects. The core research of NINJAL is promoted by 
close cooperation between each project.
This project is one of the institute-based projects of 
the National Institutes for the Humanities (NIHU), 
consisting of six research institutes including NIN-
JAL. In addition, this project aims to pioneer a new 
research field, in collaboration with the multidisci-
plinary collaborative projects and network-based proj-









































Ordinarily, the prosody and grammar groups oper-
ate independently by organizing their own research 
meetings and publishing their own books and articles. 
On the other hand, they work together to organize re-
search meetings and international symposia on a regu-
lar basis and to publish research results in English. 
They also work together to host foreign-based interna-
tional conferences focused on Japanese or on language 
typology, thus promoting globalization of research on 
Japanese and of NINJAL’s activities.
Furthermore, the project will invite leading scholars 
abroad to join its team and also organize an advisory 
board consisting of leading scholars both in Japan and 
abroad, with a view to making its activities widely 
open to the scholars around the world.
Through research on the prosody of endangered 
languages and dialects, the prosody project will work 
closely with the NINJAL project on endangered lan-
guages and dialects. Research on noun modifying 
expressions in the grammar project will involve close 
collaboration with the NINJAL project on the parsed 






















While research on the Japanese language has a long 
history and has produced excellent results, sufficient 
efforts have not been made to analyze the language in 
comparison with other languages in the world. As a 
result, it is not entirely clear (i) what type of language 
Japanese is among the world’s languages, (ii) what 
insight can be obtained from general linguistic or typo-
logical considerations when analyzing Japanese, and (iii) 
how research on Japanese can contribute to the develop-
ment of general linguistics and typological studies. It is 
now essential to address these questions by looking at 
Japanese both from the inside and from the outside.
With this background in mind, this project seeks to il-
luminate the nature of Japanese (including dialects) by 
comparing phenomena in Japanese with phenomena in 
various languages of the world, and thereby to promote 
research on Japanese on a world-wide scale. To achieve 
these goals, this project examines various aspects of the 
language including pronunciation, lexicon, grammar, 
and meaning from cross-linguistic and typological per-
spectives, paying attention also to research in related 
fields including language acquisition, psychology and 
cognitive science. By so doing, it attempts to illuminate 
the similarities (universality) and differences (diversity) 
observed among languages. The results of this research 
will be disseminated to academic communities around 
the world.
［Objectives and Methods］
To accomplish the above-mentioned goals, this 
project is organized into two groups or sub-projects: 
a prosody project and a grammar project. The former 
focuses on the phonetic and phonological characteris-
tics of Japanese prosody, both lexical and post-lexical. 
The latter covers three independent, but interrelated 
topics concerning the grammar of the language: noun 
modifying expressions, toritate expressions, and the 
semantic structure of verbs. The activities of the whole 
































りたて表現」「動詞の意味構造」の 3 つをテー マに研究を
進めます（図 1）。
理論・対照研究領域　Theory & Typology Division
対照言語学の観点から見た日本語の音声と文法
Cross-linguistic Studies of Japanese Prosody and Grammar
プロジェクトリーダー：窪薗　晴夫　　Project Leader: KUBOZONO Haruo
図1　Figure…1
20 21対照言語学の観点から見た日本語の音声と文法対照言語学の観点から見た日本語の音声と文法
理論・対照研究領域　Theory & Typology Division
統語・意味解析コーパスの開発と言語研究
Development of and Linguistic Research with a Parsed Corpus of Japanese
プロジェクトリーダー：プラシャント・パルデシ　　Project Leader: Prashant PARDESHI
プロジェクトリーダーから





Research on Japanese today may be compared to the culture of Japan in the Edo period. The culture 
is high-level by world standards, but its real value is not apparent in the absence of sufficient efforts to 
compare itself with other cultures around the world. We would like to improve this situation by comparing 
Japanese with other languages on the same ground and disseminating high-level research results pro-
duced in Japan to the community of linguistics researchers around the world.
プロジェクトリー ダー ：窪薗　晴夫
Project Leader: KUBOZONO Haruo
［Background and Purpose］
As is often the case with Google searching, queries 
of currently available corpora typically return large 
amounts of data as search results that takes human 
effort to pick what is relevant. Morphological informa-
tion, i.e. the specification of parts of speech such as 
noun and verb, is often too basic to offer information 
to identify sentence structures or obtain meanings. 
This project aims to build a corpus with high-quality 
syntactic annotations (e.g., subject and object) that 
will make search with syntactic patterns possible. 
For example, this will distinguish the noun kenkyuu 
in chuumoku-sarete iru kenkyuu (research which is 
watched with interest) which is subject for the embed-
ded verb chuumoku-suru, from use of the same noun in 
sekai ga zessansuru kenkyuu (research which the world 
admires), where kenkyuu is the object of the embedded 
verb zessan-suru. The task of building this type of cor-
pus is an inevitable requirement and is already being 
undertaken for other languages of the world. However, 
for Japanese no corpora are publicly available at pres-
ent which have syntactic annotations indispensable for 
the understanding of sentence structures and mean-
ings.
This project aims to develop and offer a freely ac-
cessible corpus with syntactic annotations attached to 
texts, as well as associated meaning representations 
(logical formulas). We hope this innovative corpus will 
facilitate the progress of research on Japanese. More-
over, through the publications of our research output 
in Japan and abroad, we hope to contribute to contras-
tive studies between Japanese and the languages of 
the world.
［Objectives and Methods］
In our project, there is the Research Unit, investi-
gating problems in corpus building, and the Develop-
ment Unit to build the corpus. These work together to 
accomplish the above-mentioned goals. We will also 
invite leading scholars in Japan and from abroad to 
join the Advisory Board (see Figure 1) with a view to 
making our activities widely open to scholars across 



































ロー バルネットワー クを構築します（図 1）。
［Keywords］
(1) Prosody
Prosody is a term covering phonetic and phonological 
characteristics of words and sentences. It refers to both 
word prosody and sentence prosody. The former includes 
‘word accent’ as its main feature such as the distinc-
tion between /ame/ ‘rain’ and /ame/ ‘candy’. The latter 
includes ‘intonation’, as manifested by the difference 
between statements and questions, and ‘speech rhythm’.
(2) Noun modifying expressions
Noun modifying expressions (NMEs) are those 
phrases that modify a noun, such as ‘the book I bor-
rowed from a friend of mine’ and ‘the book which is 
so scary that one cannot go to the restroom alone at 
night’. Japanese abounds with NMEs and permits 
compact NMEs like ‘futoru okashi (the candy by eating 
which one gains weight)’ where the semantic relation-
ship between the noun and the phrase that modifies it 
is not overtly expressed. Such compact NMEs are not 
permitted in many languages of the world.
(3) Toritate expressions
Toritate expressions serve to place or displace focus 
on words, phrases, or clauses. Japanese is known to 
have a rich inventory of such expressions including 
dake (limitation), mo (similarity), gurai (minimum), 
and wa (contrast). Toritate expressions are well devel-
oped in Japanese, while they are not extensively used 
































Corpus-based studies of Japanese are lagging far behind compared to other languages like English and 
Icelandic. Furthermore, there are no Japanese corpora available in Roman alphabet. We will develop a cor-
pus that enables sophisticated studies of Japanese based on a large amount of data and make it available 
on the internet together with a user-friendly interface both in Japanese and English. We aim to widen the 
periphery of corpus-based studies of Japanese and promote research on Japanese on a world-wide scale.
プロジェクトリー ダー ：プラシャント・パルデシ
Project Leader: Prashant PARDESHI
［Keywords］
(1) A parsed corpus with syntactic and semantic tagging
A corpus is a collection of electronic language data 
with useful linguistic analyses attached. A parsed cor-
pus is a type of corpus which adds a level of syntactic 
information, such as grammatical subject and object, 
and is often referred to as a treebank. Nowadays cor-
pora of this kind lay foundations for linguistic studies 
and natural language processing in the world. We 
plan to build a parsed corpus with syntactic and se-
mantic tagging that perfectly grasps the relationships 
between words and phrases and makes it possible to 
search and extract data relevant for research of a par-
ticular linguistic phenomenon in a pinpoint manner. 
Also, parsed corpora enable automatic parsing of hu-
man languages by computers.
(2) Annotation
The job of annotation, also called tagging, is to at-
tach linguistic (morphological, syntactic, and word 
sense) information to texts during the creation of a 
corpus. Searching an annotated corpus using patterns 
makes it possible to obtain relevant information. The 
task of building a corpus of size becomes feasible with 
the assistance of an automatic morphological analyzer 
and a syntactic analyzer called a parser. However, 
since linguistic expressions are full of ambiguity, 
automatic errors can only be corrected by human an-
notators who have sufficient linguistic knowledge to 



























The Research Unit deals with both theoretical and 
practical problems in corpus building with the aim of 
achieving high-quality.
The Research Unit will also cooperate with the 
grammar group of the Project entitled “Cross-linguistic 
Studies of Japanese Prosody and Grammar” at NIN-
JAL with a view to creating a new research field of 
corpus-based contrastive studies of Japanese and other 
languages.
The Development Unit aims to build up and make 
public a corpus with annotations attached to modern 
Japanese, mostly from written texts. We follow the 
annotation scheme of the Penn Historical Treebank, a 
variant of the Penn Treebank, which was first devel-
oped for English at the University of Pennsylvania and 
is now applied to various languages in the world. This 
scheme is adopted because of its abundant functional 
labels associated with grammatical categories, which 
enable correctly grasping the syntactic and semantic 
information of constituents of sentences. We will also 
provide a Romanized version of our corpus which will 
remove the script barrier, a user-friendly interface for 
non-tech-savvy researchers and students, and a manu-
al for users both in Japanese and English.
Through the interaction of the Advisory Board, Re-
search Unit, and Development Unit, we plan to build 
and make publicly available an innovative corpus for 
Japanese and by so doing we aim to make a valuable 












語の Penn Treebank であり，その方式は現在世界の様々
な言語に適用されています。その一種に Penn Historical 
Treebank があり，語や句の統語情報を表す文法カテゴリー
に対し機能情報を付け加えることを特徴としています。本プ














Today, lesser-known languages are facing the pros-
pect of extinction throughout the world. Currently, 
of the 6,000–7,000 languages spoken on the planet, 
roughly half are certain to disappear within the 
next 100 years and, in the worst-case scenario, only 
one-tenth to one-twentieth may survive. A number 
of factors are contributing to this crisis, including 
population loss in outlying regions due to urbaniza-
tion, abandonment of lesser-known languages by their 
speakers for societal or economic reasons, and dis-
placement of people from their birthplace due to disas-
ters or conflicts.
When it comes to the extinction of lesser-known lan-
guages, the prevailing opinion is as follows: language 
extinction is a result of changes in society, and cannot 
be helped. Or, stated more extremely, it is more con-
venient for languages to be standardized and it is not 
necessary to protect languages that are under threat.
Let us stop to ask how languages became so varie-
gated in the first place. It is thought that the various 
regional languages developed over long periods of time, 
influenced by such factors as the local environment, 
the way of life, and the way of thinking of the speak-
ers. Extinction of these languages, therefore, signifies 
the loss of wisdom acquired by humankind over the 
ages. Just as a multiplicity of living organisms enrich-
es the earth, so too does a multiplicity of languages 
enrich humankind.
The alarm to this crisis was sounded by the 2009 
UNESCO publication on endangered languages. 
Included in the list of 2,500 endangered languages 
are eight languages spoken in Japan: Ainu, Hachijō, 
Amami, Kunigami, Okinawan, Miyako, Yaeyama, and 
Yonaguni. These are, however, not the only languages 
threatened with extinction—traditional dialects 
throughout Japan are also under threat. The goal of 
this project is to record these dialects, communicate 
their value to the public, and support movements that 
work towards their continued survival.
［Objectives and Methods］
We have three main objectives. 1. To create a re-
cord of the endangered languages and dialects found 
throughout Japan. 2. To analyze the characteristics of 
these languages and dialects. 3. To consider approach-
es for preserving endangered languages and dialects, 
and to support regional movements which work to-
wards ensuring they continue as living languages. 
1. In order to produce a record of endangered lan-
guages and dialects, we shall create vocabulary lists 
and grammar books, and document discourse (nar-
rations and conversations) for each region. Alongside 
these activities, we shall also make audio and video 
recordings, which will include transcriptions of the 
contents of the conversations as well as commentary 
(referred to as documentation). These activities and 
investigations will be carried out gradually, while in 
conversation with speakers of the respective languages 
and dialects. The work will be slow and steady, requir-
ing patient, ongoing efforts. 
2. When executing the analysis of the characteris-
tics of endangered languages and dialects, it is crucial 
to avoid being biased by the framework of standard 
Japanese. For example, in the Amami-Kikai dialect, 
first-person plural can be expressed by either wannah 
or waichah. Wannah denotes exclusionary ‘we’, which 
does not include the listener, while waichah denotes 
inclusionary ‘we’, which does include the listener. No 
such distinction exists for ‘we’ in standard Japanese 
(watashitachi), making the Kikai dialect appear 
unique. However, we also find this distinction in the 
Chinese language and in African languages. When 
making a comparison with other languages of the 
world, we find that the Kikai dialect is by no means 
exceptional.
3. Lectures and seminars will be the means to sup-
port movements for preserving the continuation of 
endangered languages and dialects. During these lec-
tures and seminars, we will present information on the 
value of regional languages, as well as their distinct 
characteristics. We will also, together with the local 
community, contemplate the importance of passing 
these languages on to the next generation and deliber-
ate over methods to achieve this goal. Since 2014, we 
have held an annual “Endangered Languages and 
Dialects of Japan Summit” in partnership with the 
regions and the Agency for Cultural Affairs. This is an 
occasion where individuals engaged in the documen-
tation and preservation of the eight endangered lan-
guages and dialects from the UNESCO list can meet 














































の 2 つがあります。「ワンナー 」は聞き手を含まない「私たち」
（除外の we），「ワー チャ」は聞き手を含む「私たち」（包括







Endangered Languages and Dialects in Japan




Construction of Diachronic Corpora and New Developments in Research on the History of Japanese
プロジェクトリーダー：小木曽　智信　　Project Leader: OGISO Toshinobu
プロジェクトリーダーから
Message from the Project Leader
日本語は多様です。多様性がどこからくるのか，また，多様性の価値について考えていきたいと思います。
The Japanese language is diverse. We would like to consider where that diversity comes from, and 
its value.
プロジェクトリー ダー ：木部　暢子
Project Leader: KIBE Nobuko
［Background and Purpose］
In language research at large, researchers have 
advanced corpus-based empirical research, which has 
yielded considerable results. A corpus is a large-scale 
language resource stored on computers. It systemati-
cally collects from texts examples of how a language 
is used, and provides information that is essential to 
researchers. When it comes to languages of the past, 
all researchers have had to base their arguments on 
extant texts and the extant examples of language us-
age therein. This is how Japanese language historians 
have conducted their research, and the main sources 
they have used are books that have rendered histori-
cal texts in print form and general reference materials 
that summarize the position and quantity of these 
examples in the book. These materials were highly 
specialized; they could not be used by laypeople.
If these paper-based materials can be converted onto 
a corpus format, it could enable historical Japanese 
language research to be developed using new methods. 
On the one hand, corpus-based historical Japanese 
language research will continue the trend of research 
hitherto and facilitate greater efficiency that is in 
keeping with the times. However, it will also expand 
the range of possibilities. For example, it will be pos-
sible to have linguistic research that incorporates sta-
tistical methods used in corpus linguistics. In addition, 
by making it easier to handle a variety of materials 
from many different time periods, a corpus will enable 
researchers to take a macro perspective by viewing 
the text as a whole. Furthermore, publishing a corpus 
online will encourage researchers from overseas and/
or from other disciplines to refer to historical Japa-
nese language research, which will in turn introduce 
broader perspectives into historical Japanese language 
research.
In order to bring about such corpus-based historical 
Japanese language research, first, it is essential to cre-
ate a historical corpus. The National Institute for Japa-
nese Language and Linguistics (NINJAL) has started 
work on the construction of a corpus titled “Corpus of 
Historical Japanese (CHJ).” This project involves con-
verting to corpus format the major historical Japanese 












































○ Languages and dialects
We are often asked to define the difference between 
languages and dialects. At the present time, the fol-
lowing standard is used: When two languages are 
mutually intelligible to one another, they are seen 
as variations of one language, that is, as “dialects.” 
Otherwise, when not mutually intelligible, they are 
considered to be distinct “languages” (Chambers, J.K. 
and P. Trudgill. 1980. Dialectology). In reality, it is 
difficult to make a judgment in many cases. Moreover, 
even if two languages are mutually intelligible, if the 
countries where they are spoken differ, they are con-
sidered different languages rather than dialects. What 
this ultimately means is that the distinction between 
languages and dialects is blurred. In the case of the 
above-mentioned eight languages, Ainu has linguistic 
characteristics that differ considerably from Japanese, 
making it a separate language. For the remaining sev-
en, from Hachijō to Yonaguni, it is difficult to deter-
mine whether they are separate languages or dialects. 
While it may seem appropriate to claim that most 
languages from the mainland are related as dialects, 
some of them are not mutually intelligible. Consider-
ing these issues, this project has opted to refer to them 















解可能であれば，この 2 つは同一言語のバリエ シーョン，つ
まり「方言」と見なされ，そうでなければ「言語」とみな 












As for the corpus application unit, they will establish 
a number of groups for each time period, and a number 
of groups for each area of research, including gram-
mar, vocabulary, and annotation. Each research group 
will hold their own research presentation meetings, 
and develop historical Japanese language research 
using the corpus. The unit will hold one or more work-
shops and symposia to report the research outcomes. It 
will also hold corpus application seminars and develop 
activities designed to expand the range of applications 
of the corpus.
［Keywords］
(1) Corpus of Historical Japanese 
A part of the Corpus of Historical Japanese has 
already been made accessible online via the corpus 
search application “Chunagon.” ( http://pj.ninjal.ac.jp/
corpus_center/chj/ )
(2) Morphological analysis
This morphological analysis technology involves us-
ing a computer to automatically divide the text into 
linguistic units, and add information such as readings, 
parts of speech. Preparing a specialized dictionary 
(UniDic) made it possible to analyze historical texts 
with a high degree of precision. The program MeCab 
is used for this purpose.
pus” with which researchers can trace the history of 
Japanese. The project also involves preparing a “word 
information database” that handles Japanese language 
history-related information. The plan is to collate this 
information with the information in the corpus and 
open a portal site with which researchers can trace the 
history of the language. The various research groups 
assigned to each time period/research area will utilize 
the finished corpus to develop the research to which 
they were assigned.
［Objectives and Methods］
The project members have advanced research activi-
ties in the following three units: the “corpus construc-
tion unit,” which is responsible for creating the dia-
chronic corpus; the “word information database unit,” 
which is responsible for creating the word information 
database and portal site; and the “corpus application 
unit,” which is responsible for utilizing the corpus and 
database in historical Japanese language research.
The corpus construction unit will input into the 
corpus various texts of each period. Table 1 shows the 
texts that were selected for inclusion ( indicates that 
the text has now been made available online).
There is a plan to select other texts beside the above 
and to add them to the corpus in order of their neces-
sity and viability. After carrying out the processes of 
transliteration and annotation of document structure, 
the members will use morphological analysis tools to 
divide the entire text into linguistic units, add morpho-
logical information such as readings, parts of speech, 
and lemma identification, and then manually add cor-
rections on the database (Figure 1).
The finished corpus will be released to the public 
on a corpus search application called “Chunagon.” On 
the site, users will be able to carry out sophisticated 
searches that combine various morphological informa-
tion and will also be able to download usage examples.
The word information database unit will work on 
preparing a database of old dictionaries, linguistic 
maps, and language articles. They will then combine 
this database with statistical information acquired 
from the corpus, and prepare and publish a word in-
formation portal site. This site will link to various 






す。各グル プーにはコー パス構築班のメンバ もー参加して研




















班」と，語誌デ ターベ スーとポー タルサイトを作る「語誌デー
タベ スー班」，コー パスやデ ターベ スーを活用して日本語史の
研究を行う「コー パス活用班」の 3 つに分かれて研究活
動を展開します。
コー パス構築班では，奈良時代から明治・大正時代まで



























The completion of the diachronic corpus will not only help improve the efficiency of research but also, we 
believe, introduce fresh perspectives into historical Japanese language research. It will also lead to new 
findings. It is essential to first advance the construction of the corpus, but we also place importance on the 
corpus being used not only by ourselves but also by many people. A part of the corpus is already open to 
the public, so please feel free to use it if you are interested.
プロジェクトリー ダー ：小木曽　智信




Multifaceted Study of Spoken Language Using a Large-scale Corpus of Everyday Japanese Conversation
プロジェクトリーダー：小磯　花絵　　Project Leader: KOISO Hanae
［Background and Purpose］
Since everyday conversation is one of the foundations 
of social life, it is important to describe the character-
istics of spoken language and clarify the mechanisms 
of conversational interaction.
In order to illustrate the diversity of everyday conver-
sations, it is necessary to record various kinds of con-
versations occurring in our daily life. Although several 
corpora of Japanese conversations have been developed, 
most of them are biased in terms of speakers and situa-
tions and there has been no corpus that covers a diver-
sity of ordinary conversations.
Our project will develop a large-scale corpus of Japa-
nese everyday conversation in a balanced manner. Since 
informants record their conversations in everyday situ-
ations by themselves, naturally occurring conversations 
can be collected. To build an empirical foundation for 
the corpus design, we conducted a survey of ordinary 
conversational behavior of about 250 adults (see the fig-
ures below). By reference to the survey results, we will 
develop a corpus by collecting various kinds of everyday 
conversations in a balanced manner.
Language and behavior change with the times. In the 
future, our conversation corpus will be a precious re-
cord to know our everyday language and conversational 
behavior in the early part of the twenty-first century. 
Recording and preserving a diversity of daily conversa-
tion that mirrors Japanese culture is a significant role 
of researchers.
［Objectives and Methods］
In this project, we will build a large-scale corpus of 
Japanese everyday conversation, the Corpus of Every-
day Japanese Conversations (CEJC), exploring the 
characteristics of conversations in contemporary Japa-
nese through multiple approaches. For this purpose, we 
organized the following four groups: corpus construc-
tion, language register, conversational interaction, and 
diachronic change.
Based on the results of our survey of conversational 
behavior, the corpus construction group collects about 
200 hours of various kinds of conversations in everyday 
situations in a balanced manner. The recorded speech 
is transcribed and is annotated by morphological in-
formation, dependency structure, utterance boundary, 
dialogue act, and so on.
The other three groups promote the study of Japa-
nese conversation based on several spoken corpora 
including the CEJC. The language register group com-
pares a variety of spoken language including written 
conversations and scenarios, analyzing their lexical, 
syntactic, phonetic, and prosodic characteristics. The 
conversational interaction group annotates the dialogue 
act in collaboration with the corpus construction group, 
investigating the roles of syntax in conversational in-
teraction by using mainly the CEJC. The diachronic 
change group develops a database of speech recorded in 
the 1950s, comparing it with the CEJC to examine how 
























































Multiple Approaches to Analyzing the Communication of Japanese Language Learners
プロジェクトリーダー：石黒　圭　　Project Leader: ISHIGURO Kei
［Background and Purpose］
The goal of this project is to investigate the commu-
nication skills of Japanese language learners and to 
support their learning activity using the results.
The reason the project is necessary is that it is im-
portant for Japanese teachers to exactly understand 
learners’ learning process when making educational 
materials and teaching them in the classroom.
It is difficult for most second language learners to 
learn Japanese with the language teaching materials 
and syllabus that Japanese teachers design based on 
random assumptions. However, the quality of language 
education is supposed to improve when Japanese 
teachers utilize various data on what stages learners 
progress through to acquire Japanese and what kind 
of mistakes they make during each stage.
For this purpose, the data that reflects on the reality 
of the learners’ learning is required. The development 
of the data, which is called as learners’ corpora, has 
been delayed in the field of JSL Research.
The development of conversation corpora and com-
prehension corpora has especially been delayed. There 
already exist many learners’ writing corpora because 
it is relatively easy to collect texts written by learners. 
However, conversation corpora are few and small-sized 
due to difficulty in transcribing them into written 
forms. In addition, voice and video, which is important 
for conversation analysis, are rarely published. There-
fore, we aim to publish large-scale corpora with audio 
and visual information.
Comprehension corpora are hardly created. It is 
easy to assume product corpora because characters 
and voices are left as a record after writing and speak-
ing. On the other hand, reading and listening com-
prehension will not take shape because it is activated 
in the brain. Therefore, it is important to design com-
prehension corpora in order to visualize the compre-
hensive processing that takes place in the brain. We 
continuously attempt to improve our methods.
As above-mentioned, it is necessary to create and 
publish learners’ corpora focused on conversation and 
comprehension for clarifying the nature of learners’ 
communication and improving teaching methods and 
educational materials in JSL classrooms. This is why 









































A spoken corpus is a large collection of digital record-
ings of various speeches (including dialogue, monologue, 
and read speech), which can be retrieved on computers. 
In the 1950s, NINJAL recorded a variety of colloquial 
Japanese and analyzed their intonation, vocabulary, 
sentence patterns, and so on. In 2004, NINJAL de-
veloped the Corpus of Spontaneous Japanese (CSJ), 
including 651 hours of spontaneous speech. The CSJ 
has made a great contribution to the improvement of 
automatic speech recognition and linguistic analyses of 
spontaneous speech.
(2) Conversation analysis
In our daily conversation, we interact with each other 
in a socially structured manner. Conversation analysis 
is a research field examining social interaction in every-
day life. Researchers collect data from natural conver-
sations with a video camera and analyze participants’ 
verbal and non-verbal behaviors in order to describe the 























Message from the Project Leader




In this project, we will collect 200 hours of everyday conversations over six years, publishing the corpus 
in 2022. We hope that our corpus will contribute to various research fields including linguistics, conversa-
tion analysis, psychology, cognitive science, Japanese language teaching, speech processing, and social 
robotics.
プロジェクトリーダ ：ー小磯　花絵
Project Leader: KOISO Hanae
34 35日本語学習者のコミュニケーションの多角的解明大規模日常会話コーパスに基づく話し言葉の多角的研究
teaching Japanese to Japanese people and the latter 
is for teaching it to foreigners. However, the difference 
between “Japanese people” and “foreigners” is becom-
ing increasingly difficult with the progress in global-
ization.
For example, one “foreigner” has lived in Japan since 
early childhood and has acquired Japanese language 
ability equivalent to that of a native speaker. On the 
other hand, a “Japanese person” who grew abroad has 
learned Japanese as a second language in Japan, al-
though s/he has a Japanese nationality. Therefore, it is 
difficult to distinguish “national language education” 
for native speakers from “Japanese language educa-
tion” for non-native ones.
(2) Communication
We find it difficult to define communication even 
though we hear the word every day. Paraphrasing it 
roughly, it means “to mutually convey messages.”
In JSL, communication has been considered as 
mutually conveying information in Japanese, and is 
traditionally divided into four skills: speaking, writ-
ing, listening, and reading. It might be surprising, but 
writing and reading are also a means of communica-



















In this project, we will first develop Japanese learn-
ers’ corpora and analyze the mechanism for them to 
acquire Japanese language, and then develop teaching 
materials. In order to smoothly conduct these research 
activities, the project has the following three sub-
projects: “investigating the way Japanese learners use 
the language in speech and writing,” “investigating 
the way Japanese learners process the language in 
reading and listening,” and “developing educational 
resources for JSL.”
In the first sub-project, we will collect spoken and 
written text produced by Japanese learners, and then 
create learners’ corpora. They consist of two pillars. 
One pillar is a natural conversation corpus of learners, 
which we will use to clarify learners’ conversational 
ability. It is equipped with audio and video. Therefore, 
we can analyze para-language, such as intonation and 
accents, and non-verbal communication, such as ges-
tures and line-of-sight. The other pillar is the dialogue 
and writing corpus, which is collected in Japanese edu-
cational institutions worldwide, and which makes it is 
possible to compare and analyze the learning process 
of learners who have a wide variety of mother tongues 
and multicultural background.
In the second sub-project, we have built as learn-
ers’ corpus the process learners understand Japanese 
in reading and listening. The corpus has the feature 
to target not only expression, “product,” but also com-
prehension, “process.” The corpus uses a technique 
that takes advantage of learners’ native language and 
visualizes learners’ comprehension process by proto-
col data to translate the content they understand and 
think in the on-line processing.
In the third sub-project, we will apply the results of 
the second sub-project to developing reading and lis-
tening comprehension teaching materials on the Web 
version. In addition, taking advantage of linguistic 
knowledge, such as cognitive linguistics and contras-
tive linguistics, we will also make an online dictionary 
with visual illustration and sound, which can describe 
the usage of basic verbs in Japanese, with an aim to 
contribute to the Japanese learners who have various 
mother tongues.
［Keywords］
(1) Japanese language education
While “national language education” is a language 
education to teach Japanese as a first language, “Japa-
nese language education” is one that is used to teach it 


















































In JSL research, not only the “symbol” of language but also “human” learners is indispensable. Al-
though JSL research has hitherto evolved dependent on the empirical knowledge of teachers, we should 
now seriously consider scientific JSL research that is based on learners’ authentic data to enrich the em-
pirical knowledge of teachers and discover new facts that teachers were bound to overlook.
プロジェクトリーダ ：ー石黒　圭
Project Leader: ISHIGURO Kei
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コーパス開発センター
Center for Corpus Development
センター長：前川　喜久雄　　Director: MAEKAWA Kikuo
The aim of the Center for Corpus Development is 
to develop language resources of the Japanese lan-
guage in collaboration with the Research Department, 
thereby enhancing the research activity of Japanese 
universities.
More concretely, the development of machine- 
readable dictionaries for automatic morphological 
analysis and various corpus search tools is underway, 
in addition to the development of language corpora. 
Language corpora developed by the Center include 
the Corpus of Spontaneous Japanese, Taiyo Corpus, 
Balanced Corpus of Contemporary Written Japanese, 
and Corpus of Historical Japanese. In addition to 
these, the 20 billion-word-sized NINJAL Web Japanese 
Corpus will soon be released. 
Language resources other than language corpora 
include UniDic (machine-readable dictionary for au-
tomatic morphological analysis), and online corpus 
search tools such as Shonagon and Chunagon. 
These language resources as a whole comprise an 
important infrastructure for the study of the Japanese 
language; more than 1400 research articles made 
mentions to the resources as of February 2016. 
An important objective of the activity in the coming 
years is the development of a new online environment 
that enables the collective search of multiple language 
corpora. In addition to the above-mentioned corpora 
new corpora that will be developed by the Research 
Department —including corpora of learners’ Japanese, 
dialect speech, conversational speech, and so forth—






















コー パス，方言コー パス，日常会話コー パスなどのデ ターも検
索対象にくわえる予定です。
The Center for Research Resources is an integral 
part of NINJAL —an international hub of research on 
the Japanese language. The Center develops, collects, 
and provides a wide variety of linguistic resources to 
scholars in Japan and abroad in order to promote re-
search on Japanese.
The main missions of the Center include the follow-
ing:
•  Collecting and preserving research materials from 
collaborative research projects hosted by NINJAL
• Providing various databases related to Japanese 
linguistics, general linguistics, and Japanese lan-
guage education.
•  Maintaining the website and academic repository of 
NINJAL.
• Publishing the NINJAL Project Review and NIN-
JAL Research Papers.
•  Responding to inquiries about language and lin-
guistics.
By collaborating with the research projects hosted by 
NINJAL and the Center for Corpus Development, the 
Center for Research Resources offers research resources 






































Center for Transdisciplinary Innovation (CTI)
CTI promotes collaboration and cooperation of the six 
institutes with research institutes of universities or others 
in Japan and other countries and with local communi-
ties. It promotes the NIHU Transdisciplinary Project, an 
organizational joint research project that contributes to 
identifying contemporary issues, with the aim of creating 
a new value system for the human sciences.
Center for Information & Public Relations (CIP)
CIP digitalizes comprehensive academic research re-
sources related to the human sciences to promote the 
widespread use of the resources by universities and 
scholars all over the world. At the same time, it encour-
age sharing of research outcomes for the common good by 












National Institutes for the Humanities (NIHU)
大学共同利用機関法人 人間文化研究機構（略称：人


















NIHU is one of the four Inter-University Re-
search Institute Corporations. It consists of six Inter- 
University Research Institutes involved in research in 
humanities. While each one of the institutes is deeply 
involved in foundational research in their field as a 
core research center of Japan and as an international 
research center, six institutes interact in a comple-
mentary fashion and transcending the frameworks 
of previous scholarship. They also cooperate with re-
search institutes in Japan and other countries in their 
attempt to identify and solve issues in contemporary 
society. To achieve a truly enriched human life, NIHU 




Promotion of Research and Public 
Information Activities
In 2016, NIHU established two centers, Center for 
Transdisciplinary Innovation and Center for Informa-
tion & Public Relations. The six member institutes, 
each serving as a center for nationwide research 
exchange, are kept accessible to the researcher com-
munity. At the same time, they engage in multifaceted 
joint research projects, publish information to the 
world proactively, and enhance and promote the devel-























































　　第 26 回「苦悩する中東」（2015 年 5月）
































Four of the institutes have established five depart-
ments (doctoral programs) by taking advantage of the 
characteristics of each, as a foundational institute of 
the school of Cultural and Social Studies, Graduate 
University of Advanced Studies (SOKENDAI), thereby 
fostering scholars with a high level of expertise and 
a broad perspective. In addition, the six institutes of 
NIHU contribute to developing human resources as 
next-generation leaders, for example by accepting post-
graduate students from other universities to support 
their research.
International Collaboration
NIHU has built connections for cooperation with in-
stitutions in other countries for research in the human 
sciences, invites scholars from other countries to study 
in Japan, helps arrange for Japanese scholars to study 
abroad, and actively promotes the mutual exchange 
of scholars, holding of international research sympo-
siums, and deployment of lecturers.
Under an agreement with the Arts and Humanities 
Research Council (AHRC) of the United Kingdom, 
NIHU accepts graduate students and young research-
ers and give research guidance to them, for example, 
thereby contributing to the development of overseas 
researchers on Japan.
NIHU Prize in Japanese Studies
The NIHU Prize in Japanese Studies recognizes 
the achievements of outstanding Japanese studies by 
scholars from overseas, with the support of YKK Cor-
poration, in order to deepen understanding of Japan 
and encourage and promote Japanese studies overseas. 
It is presented to researchers residing outside Japan 
who have made outstanding achievements in scholar-
ship on literature, language, history, ethnology, cul-
ture, the environment or other fields relating to Japan.
The 5th NIHU Prize, FY 2015, was presented to 
Professor Alexander Vovin, École des hautes études en 
sciences sociales, France.
Collaborations with Society
NIHU has been holding symposiums for the public 
and press conferences to transmit to society the re-
sults of the research in humanities. In addition, in col-
laboration with the industries, we have been engaged 
in the activities to return to society for its benefit the 






























































In NIHU, not only the projects of each institute but 
also the core research project for the multidisciplinary 
collaborative projects and the network-based projects 
with the overseas institutes were implemented. NIN-
JAL has the following projects:
Multidisciplinary Collaborative Project: 
Reconstruction of Local Cultures after 
Disasters and under Social Change in 
the Japanese Archipelago
NINJAL Unit: Reconstruction of Local Commu-
nities through Dialect Recording and Research
Project…Leader:…KIBE…Nobuko
Each institute of NIHU, with collaborative universi-
ties and museums in the region, is promoting research 
for solving various problems caused by a situation 
wherein the diversity is lost due to the change of local 
cultures and disasters in the Japanese archipelago. 
Based on the collaboration by the various fields of lan-
guage, material preservation, representation system, 
and environment preservation, we aim to build a new 
regional culture.
In NINJAL, we have been conducting research on 
the reconstruction of the local culture to consider dia-
lects a main shaft and on the cultural significance of 
dialects by local cultures based on the documentation 
and conservation of dialects with local governments, 
universities, and researchers, in accordance with the 
current situation wherein valuable dialects are rapidly 
falling into a decline.
Multidisciplinary Collaborative Project: 
Towards the Development of a New 
Field of Holistic Japanese Philology 
Based on Interdisciplinary Research
NINJAL Unit: Refining the Corpus of Historical 
Japanese with Information on Notation and Bib-
liographical Form
Project…Leader:…TAKADA…Tomokazu
From the books that have been transmitted from 
ancient times (historical classical books), various in-
formation can be acquired not only from their content 
but also through bibliopegy, paper quality, ink, and 
the binding threads. The aim of this project is to build 
a research field called “Holistic Japanese Philology” 
focusing on historical classical books from the perspec-
tive of interdisciplinary research.
In NINJAL, we are conducting research to clarify 
the correlation between the language units (word, 
clause, phrase, sentence, etc.), the writing system 
(Kana, Kanji, punctuation marks, etc.), and the shape 
of books and plate (binding, paper, format, etc.). Fur-
thermore, we aim to build a prototype of the corpus 
that precisely describes the layered structure of the 
language, writing system (characters), and books with 
notation and bibliographic information.
Network-based Project: 
Japan-related Documents and Artifacts 
Held Overseas: NIHU International Col-
laborative Research and Utilization
NINJAL Project: Survey, Study, and Use of the 
Japan-related Documents and Artifacts in North 
America: Socio-historical Approach to ‘Modern 
Oversea Material Informatics’
Project…Leader:…ASAHI…Yoshiyuki
The aim of this project is to conduct collaborative 
research on Japan-based documents and artifacts in 
Europe and North America, together with universities 
and institutes at home and abroad. Although these 
are academic documents and are of social importance, 
taking them up as subjects of material comprehensive 
study is insufficient.
In NINJAL, we have been conducting research on 
materials related to Japanese society, focusing on mod-
ern Japanese immigrants in North America. It aims 
to lead to new material informatics surrounding immi-
gration and about audio and video materials related to 
Japanese ancestry that have been increasingly at risk 
of degradation and disposal, together with the data 























































Center for Research Resources
Center for Corpus Development
理論・対照研究領域






































































































Theory & Typology Division
KUBOZONO Haruo Division Head/Professor
Linguistics,…Japanese…Linguistics,…Phonetics,…Phonology,…Endangered…Dialects




FUNAKOSHI Kenshi Project Assistant Professor
Linguistics,…Generative…Grammar,…Syntax
Language Variation Division
KIBE Nobuko Division Head/Professor
Japanese…Linguistics,…Dialectology，Phonetics,…Phonology
ASAHI Yoshiyuki Associate Professor
Sociolinguistics,…Linguistics,…Japanese…Linguistics
INOUE Fumiko Associate Professor
Linguistics,…Japanese…Linguistics,…Dialectology,…Sociolinguistics
KUMAGAI Yasuo Associate Professor
Linguistics,…Japanese…Linguistics
MITSUI Harumi Assistant Professor
Japanese…Linguistics,…Sociolinguistics,…Dialectology
HARADA Soichiro Project Assistant Professor
Dialectology,…Ryukyuan…Linguistics,…Descriptive…Linguistics
Language Change Division










TAKADA Tomokazu Associate Professor
Japanese…Linguistics,…Philology,…Writing…System,…Kanji…Processing
NIINO Naoya Associate Professor
Linguistics,…Japanese…Linguistics
FUJIMOTO Akari Project Assistant Professor
Japanese…Linguistics,…Philology,…Pre-modern…Japanese…Dictionaries
Spoken Language Division




KASHINO Wakako Associate Professor
Japanese…Linguistics
YAMAGUCHI Masaya Associate Professor
Intelligence…Information…Science,…Science…Education/Educational…Technology
JSL Research Division























































































Center for Research Resources
ISHIMOTO Yuichi Project Assistant Professor
Acoustic…Phonetics,…Speech…Technology
Center for Corpus Development






























































































































1 12 11 5 1 30 22 52
※非常勤職員を除く。　These…figures…exclude…adjunct…staff.

































































































 外部評価委員会 External Review Committee
2014.10.1 － 2016.9.30
1948（昭和23）年12月






























On December 20, the law for the establishment of the 
National Language Research Institute took effect. 
The Meiji Memorial Picture Gallery loaned a part of 
its building to the Institute.
January 1954
The Institute was transferred to a building loaned by 
Hitotsubashi University at Kanda, Chiyoda Ward.
April 1962
The Institute was transferred to Nishigaoka, Kita 
Ward.
June 1968
With the establishment of the Agency for Cultural Af-
fairs, the Institute became an affiliated organization 
of the Agency.
December 1999
The law for the Independent Administrative Agency 
“National Institute for Japanese Language” was prom-
ulgated.
April 2001
The Independent Administrative Agency “National 
Institute for Japanese Language” was established 
with an administrative department and three re-
search departments.
February 2005
The Institute was transferred to Midori-cho, Tachi- 
kawa City.
March 2009
A law was enacted for developing MEXT-related laws 
in order to promote the reform of independent admin-
istrative agencies.
October 2009
The Inter-University Research Institute Corporation, 
National Institutes for the Humanities “National 
Institute for Japanese Language and Linguistics” was 
started with an administrative department, and four 
research departments and three centers.
April 2016
Along with the start of the period of the Third 
Medium-Term Goals and the Medium-Term Plan, 
the reorganization of the Institute was carried out 
(administrative department, research department 


































第 2 代 岩淵　悦太郎
… … 1960年1月22日～1976年1月16日
第 3 代 林　大
… … 1976年1月16日～1982年4月1日
第 4 代 野元　菊雄
… … 1982年4月1日～1990年3月31日
第 5 代 水谷　修
… … 1990年4月1日～1998年3月31日























2016 年度採択課題　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　for 2016 fiscal year




































基盤研究（B）　一般 山崎　誠 教授 会話文への発話者情報の付与によるコーパスの拡張 2015-2018














基盤研究（C）　一般 熊谷　康雄 准教授 大規模方言分布データの計量的分析方法の開発… 2014-2016









































































 施設 The Facility
研究種目 氏名 研究課題名 研究期間












































































※ 2016 年 4月 27日現在
 共同研究員数
2016.4.1 現在











National Institute for Japanese
Language and Linguistics
（自治大学校・国立国語研究所）
（Jichidaigakko / Kokuritsu Kokugo Kenkyujo）
国文学研究資料館
National Institute of Japanese Literature
国立極地研究所
National Institute of Polar Research
統計数理研究所











北口 バスのりば 2 番
North Exit Bus Depot, Stop #2




















Short walk from Takamatsu Station, the next stop from 
Tachikawa-kita.
■On Foot   20-minute walk from Tachikawa Station
＜Tachikawa Station on JR Chuo Line＞
From Tokyo or Shinjuku Station, “Rapid” or “Special Rapid” 
trains are strongly recommended.
Special Rapid : approx. 40 mins. from Tokyo / approx. 25 
mins. from Shinjuku
Rapid : approx. 55 mins. from Tokyo / approx. 40 mins. from 
Shinjuku
■By Bus
Take any bus from Stop #2 in the Bus Depot located 
outside the North Exit of JR Tachikawa Station. Get 


















National Institutes for the Humanities
National Institute for Japanese Language and Linguistics
10-2 Midori-cho, Tachikawa City, Tokyo, 190-8561, Japan
TEL:+81-42-540-4300　FAX:+81-42-540-4333
http://www.ninjal .ac. jp/
